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Abstract. Bounded model checking of pointer programs is a debugging
technique for programs that manipulate dynamically allocated pointer
structures on the heap. It is based on the following four observations.
First, error conditions like dereference of a dangling pointer, are express-
ible in a fragment of first-order logic with two-variables. Second, the
fragment is closed under weakest preconditions wrt. finite paths. Third,
data structures like trees, lists etc. are expressible by inductive predi-
cates defined in a fragment of Datalog. Finally, the combination of the
two fragments of the two-variable logic and Datalog is decidable.
In this paper we improve this technique by extending the expressivity
of the underlying logics. In a sequence of examples we demonstrate that
the new logic is capable of modeling more sophisticated data structures
with more complex dependencies on heaps and more complex analyses.
1 Introduction
Automated verification of programs manipulating dynamically allocated pointer
structures is a challenging and important problem.
In [11] the authors proposed a bounded model checking (BMC) procedure
for imperative programs that manipulate dynamically allocated pointer struc-
tures on the heap. Although in this procedure an explicit bound is assumed
on the length of the program execution, the size of the initial data structure is
not bounded. Therefore, such programs form infinite and infinitely branching
transition systems. The procedure is based on the following four observations.
First, error conditions like dereference of a dangling pointer, are expressible in
a fragment of first-order logic with two-variables. Second, the fragment is closed
under weakest preconditions wrt. finite paths. Third, data structures like trees,
lists (singly or doubly linked, or even circular) are expressible in a fragment of
monadic Datalog. Finally, the combination of the two-variable fragment with
Datalog is decidable. The bounded model checking problem for pointer pro-
grams is then reduced to the satisfiability of formulas in the combined logic. The
authors gave an algorithm solving the satisfiability problem in 2NExpTime.
In this paper we further develop this method. We formulate a general BMC
problem (which was not formulated earlier; it was only applied in a rather ad hoc
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2manner) and show that BMC of null pointers from [11] is its instance. We also
provide several other instances (Examples 5–9). The logic used in [11] was quite
restrictive, in particular it allowed no existential quantifiers and no sharing; it
allowed only one Datalog program; it could not express cardinality constraints; it
had very limited support for content analysis (only a single query to the Datalog
program was possible); it was unable to speak about inductive (i.e., defined with
Datalog) properties in postconditions. Here, by extending the expressivity of the
underlying logics we are able to model more sophisticated data structures with
more complex dependencies on heaps and more complex analyses. Specifically,
in a series of examples we show the change in expressivity due to new features of
our logic: use of existential quantifiers (and other relaxations to the syntax, like
multiple queries to Datalog programs) in Examples 3, 4 and 8; sharing structure
in Examples 2, 3 and 8; use of multiple Datalog programs in Examples 8 and 9;
cardinality constraints in Example 3; support for content analysis in Example 4;
inductive properties in both pre- and post-states in Example 8.
It is worth noting that a bounded pointer program can traverse only a
bounded fragment of a data structure, which suggests that there is no point in
allowing data structures of unbounded size. However, describing only traversable
fragments is not enough for some analyses that check certain properties of the
whole heap. In Examples 3 (where we analyze cardinality constraints on the
heap as a whole) and 9 (where we detect memory leaks) the result of the anal-
ysis depends on parts of the heap that are not touched by the program. These
are properties of the heap as a whole, and not of the traversable fragment.
2 Related work
There are many approaches to automated verification of pointer programs that
emerged recently. Most of them use logical formalisms to describe heaps, capture
program semantics and verify (partial) program correctness by Hoare method.
It requires expressing combinations of heap shape with data properties, and
quickly leads to undecidable logics. Powerful proof engines (employing abstrac-
tions, theorem proving and/or SMT based reasoning) [47,39,29] are then used to
find proofs for specification obtained in that way allowing even the full functional
verification [46,30,38,35] of data structures, the holy grail of software analysis.
Our approach is different. We aim at bounded model checking, which allows to
find bugs rather than to prove their absence, and the logic we use is decidable,
what certainly limits its expressivity. A common belief is that pure first-order
logic is too weak to reason even about the simplest data structures. However the
result from [13] implies that the two-variable logic with counting C2, a decidable
first-order fragment, is in some cases sufficient. There a combination of C2 with
Datalog was defined and shown to be reducible simply to C2. Here we continue
this line of research by demonstrating expressivity of another combination of C2
with Datalog that translates directly to a decidable extension of C2 called C2
with trees [14,43]. Our longer term aim is to continue investigation on expres-
3sive yet decidable extensions of first order fragments applied to pointer program
verification. Some specific related work is discussed below.
Abstract interpretation and shape analysis. One possibility is to compute over-
approximations of the set of reachable states and to represent them, together
with program actions, as formulas of a 3-valued logic with transitive closure. This
is the approach taken e. g., in [42,22,45,31,2]. Its soundness relies on abstract in-
terpretation, but it may result in false positives, i. e., an erroneous state that is
unreachable from any of starting state may belong to the over approximation of
the set of reachable states. On the contrary, logics with Datalog are expressive
enough to precisely model reachable states of simple pointer programs. How-
ever, these programs may as well be abstractions of other pointer programs and
abstract interpretation techniques might be applicable in our setting. A notable
difference between our approach and the one mentioned above is that a model of
a formula with Datalog represents concrete state of a program, while a model of
3-valued formula represents (an abstraction of) a set of states. Recent work on
3-valued abstractions aims at verifying heap shape and data stored there [18,17].
For simplicity, in our approach only heap shape is represented, but since we rep-
resent heaps as models of formulas that admit unary predicates, these can be
used to simulate finite domain data.
The Pointer Assertion Logic Engine. Another option is to use monadic second
order logic on trees [25,32]. Sets of states of pointer programs are modeled using
graph types, which consist of tree backbones with some additional edges. As
observed in [11], structures defined by Datalog programs can be seen as tree
backbones, but in our approach additional edges may be specified in a fragment
of first order logic, while graph types specify these additional edges in a dynamic
logic. The employed logic is powerful, but of non-elementary complexity. In con-
trast, our decidable logics with Datalog are relatively weak, but of an elementary,
NExpTime complexity. This means that not all graph types are expressible in
our logics. On the other hand, due to arbitrary binary predicates and to presence
of cardinality constraints, our logics are not subsumed by MSOL on trees.
Separation logic. A powerful, but undecidable formalism for local reasoning
about pointer programs with lists was introduced in [34]. This was a kind of
proof-theoretical approach to program verification, since proofs of Hoare triples
must be manually constructed using an intuitionistic proof calculus. On the con-
trary, both approaches discussed above as well as ours rely on decidable logics.
Decidable fragments of separation logics are also studied [4,9,6,7,16,3], includ-
ing fragments with not only lists but also general inductively defined predi-
cates [33,23,1,36,8]. Complexity of these fragments vary from NP through Ex-
pSpace up to nonelementariness. Our logic, C2 + Datalog includes a semantic
restriction bsr that, roughly, forces separation of data structures defined by a
single Datalog program. This suggests a relation between our approach and the
above mentioned. However, logics with Datalog may also express structures that
4intersect, provided that they are defined by different Datalog programs in a
formula.
Logic for reachable patterns in linked data structures. It seems that in terms
of expressibility the logic most related to ours is the one from [44]. It admits
arbitrary Boolean combinations of reachability constraints similar to universally
quantified guarded formulas. The exact difference in expressive power needs to
be investigated, but the two logics differ in terms of complexity and under-
lying decision procedures. The satisfiability problem for the logic in [44] has
NExpTime lower bound and elementary upper bound and it is also based on
a translation to a kind of monadic second-order logic on trees (the authors say
that they have another doubly-exponential procedure, but it is not published).
Although an arbitrary number of universally quantified variables is allowed in
the logic, the formulas in two examples provided in [44] use at most three vari-
ables. Moreover, three variables are used only to define properties that constitute
semantic restrictions in our logic. We are able specify all shapes occurring there
in our combination of C2 with Datalog. Moreover, although admitting only two
variables, our logic allows us unguarded quantification and counting quantifiers.
A significant difference between our approach to BMC of pointer programs
and many other BMC techniques [5,24,15,21] is that we bound only the length
of program paths to be symbolically executed and not the size of the input
data structures. Thus we are able to perform model checking for infinite-state
transition systems.
In addition to combined verification of heap shape with data [18,17,36], heap
shape with size [33] and balanceness of data structures [19] one may verify heap
shape together with content properties, where these properties are specified as
description logic formulas or UML diagrams [10,26]. As we show in Section 3.3
our logic allows us to specify size constraints as well as content properties, but
not balanceness. Other graph logics embedable in C2 for modeling heap shape
as well as content properties were earlier considered [27,28,40]. These logics are
incomparable with ours, since they aim at representing abstractions of program
states (a model represents a set of heaps), while logics with Datalog are designed
to represent concrete states (a model represents a heap).
3 Two-variable logic with counting and Datalog
In this section we introduce our logic. It is a two-variable fragment of the first-
order logic extended with counting quantifiers and inductive predicates in form of
Datalog programs. The obtained logic is decidable by reduction to two-variable
logic with counting and trees [14] and is expressive enough to model interesting
properties of dynamically allocated pointer structures.
3.1 Monadic Datalog Programs
Datalog is a declarative logic programming language. Syntactically it is a subset
of Prolog that does not use function symbols of arity greater than 0 (i. e., con-
5stants). It is often used as a query language for deductive databases. Here we
use it to extend the expressive power of some logics to be able to define dynamic
structures on heap.
Let ΣE and ΣI be disjoint signatures, the former (called extensional signa-
ture) containing relational symbols of arity at most 2, equality and constants,
and the latter (intensional signature) containing only unary symbols. Signature
ΣI defines symbols that occur in heads of clauses from a Datalog program, while
remaining symbols occurring in clauses come from ΣE . We will call them inten-
sional (respectively extensional) symbols. Following [11], we are interested in
monadic Datalog programs. A clause in such a program is a Horn clause where
the only positive literal has a unary predicate in its head and there are additional
constraints on remaining literals, as stated below.
Definition 1. A monadic Datalog program over ΣE and ΣI is a finite set of
clauses of the form
p(u)← B(u) ∧
l∧
i=1
[ri (u, vi) ∧ qi(vi)], where
1. p(·), q1(·), . . . , ql(·) are ΣI-predicates;
2. r1(·, ·), . . . , rl(·, ·) are distinct ΣE-predicates;
3. B(u), is a (possibly empty) quantifier-free first-order ΣE-formula containing
only constants and the variable u;
4. l ≥ 0 and u, v1, . . . , vl are distinct variables.
Monadic Datalog programs are further called Datalog programs for short. Datalog
programs will be denoted by blackboard bold letters P,Q,R, Plist etc.
Consider an example Datalog program Plist from Figure 1. The extensional
signature of Plist is {next(·, ·),=,NULL} and intensional signature is {list(·)}.
Our intention is that list(x) denotes that x is a node of a singly linked list, where
every node is either NULL or has one successor pointed to by next pointer.
Plist = { list(x)← next(x, y) ∧ list(y),
list(x)← x = NULL }.
e1 e2 e3 NULL
Fig. 1: Datalog program Plist and a structure M. Edges represent the relation
next(·, ·).
Datalog programs have natural least fixed point semantics. Given a relational
structure M over ΣE and a Datalog program P over ΣE and ΣI the least ex-
tension of M w. r. t. P is the least ΣE ∪ ΣI structure MP such that 1) M is
6contained inMP, and 2) if [p(u)← B(u)∧
∧l
i=1[ri (u, vi)∧qi(vi)] ∈ P andMP |=
B(e)
∧l
i=1[ri (e, ei) ∧ qi(ei)] then MP |= p(e), for all e, e1, . . . , ek ∈M. Consider
the Datalog program Plist and structureM from Figure 1. The least extension of
M w. r. t. Plist is the structureMPlist =M∪{list(NULL), list(e3), list(e2), list(e1)}.
The nodes in the cycle, are not members of the list; although the structure
M∪ {list(e) | e ∈ M} satisfies conditions 1) and 2) above, it is not the least
one.
For a given Datalog program P let Σ(P) be the subset of ΣE containing all
binary predicates mentioned in point 2 of Definition 1. Let P1, P2 be Datalog
programs over ΣE and Σ
1
I , ΣE and Σ
2
I respectively. Programs P1, P2 are called
disjoint if Σ1I ∩ Σ2I = ∅. Let P = P1, . . . ,Pk be a sequence of pairwise disjoint
Datalog programs such that, for every i ∈ 1, . . . , k, the extensional vocabulary of
Pi is ΣE . The semantics of Datalog program sequence P is the same as semantics
of a Datalog program
⋃k
i=1 Pi: for a structure M over ΣE we define its least
extension w. r. t. sequence P as MP1,...,Pk =M⋃ki=1 Pi .
3.2 Syntax and semantics of the logic
The logic we use in bounded model checking of pointer programs combines the
two variable logic with counting and inductive predicates defined by Datalog
programs. The two variable logic with counting (C2) is a decidable fragment of
first order logic containing formulas whose all subformulas have at most two free
variables, but may contain counting quantifiers of the form ∃≥k,∃=k,∃≤k. With
these quantifiers one may specify that there are at least, precisely or at most k
elements with a given property.
We employ C2 formulas over vocabulary ΣE ∪ ΣI , but we impose some re-
strictions on ΣI atoms that occur in these formulas. Let φ be a C
2 formula over
ΣE ∪ΣI and let φ′ be its negational normal form. We say that a ΣI -atom p(x)
has a restricted occurrence in φ if either p(x) occurs positively in φ′ and only in
in scope of existential quantifiers or p(x) occurs negatively in φ′ and only in scope
of universal quantifiers. For example p(x) has a restricted occurrence in formulas
∀x p(x) → ψ, ∀x (p(x) ∧ q(x)) → ψ, ∃x p(x) ∧ ψ or ∃x p(x) ∧ q(x) ∧ ψ, where
ψ is some C2 formula with one free variable x and no occurrence of p(x), and
q(·) is some ΣI -predicate. An occurrence of atom p(x) in formula ∀y∃xp(x) ∧ ψ
is not restricted, because p(x) occurs positively and in scope of a ∀ quantifier.
Definition 2 (Syntax of C2+Datalog). An expression [P1, . . . ,Pk]φ is a C2+
Datalog formula over ΣE and ΣI if
1. P1, . . . ,Pk are pairwise disjoint Datalog programs,
2. the extensional (respectively intensional) vocabulary of Pi is contained in ΣE
(respectively in ΣI), for i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
3. φ is a formula of the two-variable logic with counting quantifiers over the
signature ΣE ∪ΣI , and
4. every ΣI-literal occurring in φ is an intensional literal defined by P1 or P2,
or is a constant literal or has only restricted occurrences in φ.
7Notice that Datalog programs P1 and P2 are privileged, i. e., (Σ1I ∪Σ2I )-predicates
may form arbitrary constant- or non-constant literals in φ. On the contrary,
literals made of predicates defined by remaining Datalog programs may either
be constant literals or have only restricted occurrences in φ.
From now on, when a vocabulary ΣE is clear from context, we will write
const(v) as a shortcut for the formula
∨
c∈ΣE v = c. Let P = P1, . . . ,Pk be
a sequence of disjoint Datalog programs such that Pi is over ΣE and ΣiI , for
i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. For a given ΣE-structureM letMP be the least extension ofM
w. r. t. sequence P. We say that MP obeys the bounded-sharing restriction (bsr
for short) if MP is a model of all sentences of the form
∀u1, u2, v (s1(u1, v) ∧ s1(u2, v) ∧ u1 6= u2 → const(v)) and
∀u1, u2, v (s1(u1, v) ∧ s2(u2, v)→ const(v)) ,
where s1 and s2 are two distinct predicates occurring in Σ(Pi), for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
We say that MP obeys the bounded intersection restriction (bir for short) if for
all distinct predicates p(·), q(·) ∈ ΣiI , structure MP models
∀u.p(u) ∧ q(u)→ const(u).
Intuitively, the bounded-sharing restriction says that two pointers occurring in
the same Datalog program cannot point to the same memory cell. The restriction
ensures that data structures defined by a single Datalog program are tree-like,
in the sense that in-degree of their nodes is ≤ 1. Additionally, the bounded
intersection restriction forces these structures to be disjoint. In both cases an
exception is made for constant nodes; they can model e. g., the NULL node which
is unique and shared among all data structures on heap, or the first common
node in two lists that have a common suffix.
Definition 3 (Semantics of C2 + Datalog). Let [P]φ be a formula of C2 +
Datalog over ΣE and ΣI , where P = P1, . . . ,Pk and let MP be a finite structure
over ΣE ∪ΣI such that
– MP is the least extension of some ΣE-structure M w. r. t. Datalog program
sequence P,
– MP satisfies bounded-sharing and bounded-intersection restrictions, and
– MP |= φ.
Then MP is said to satisfy [P]φ, in symbols MP |= [P]φ.
Although both bounded-sharing and bounded-intersection restrictions are ex-
pressible in our logics they cannot be removed, as they are crucial in the satisfi-
ability decision procedure in [43]. With these restrictions we may express many
data structures including lists and trees, also with limited sharing of substruc-
tures (see examples in the next section), but we cannot express arbitrary DAGs.
Sometimes we would like to define linear constraints on the number of real-
izations of unary predicates in a structure A. When the vocabulary Σ is known
8from the context and p1(·), . . . , pl(·) are unary symbols from Σ we write ∆ to
denote a system of linear (in)equalities in variables #p1, . . . ,#pk. We say that A
satisfies ∆ (written A |= ∆) if the valuation ρ defined as ρ(#pi) = |pAi | satisfies
∆. Here |pAi | denotes the number of elements of structure A that satisfy the
predicate pi. Let [P1, . . . ,Pk]φ be a C2 + Datalog formula and ∆ be a system of
linear (in)equalities over intensional predicates from P1 and P2, and over unary
extensional predicates from ΣE . We write [P1, . . . ,Pk, ∆]φ for a formula with the
same semantics as the starting C2 + Datalog formula, but with the additional
requirement that MP1,...,Pk |= ∆.
The following theorem was proven in [43], where C2 + Datalog was called
C2r2 + Datalog + {bsr,bir}.
Theorem 1 ([43], Cor. 3.27). Finite satisfiability problem for C2 + Datalog,
even enriched with linear (in)equalities, is NExpTime-complete.
The requirement that we allow at most 2 privileged Datalog programs in C2 +
Datalog formulas cannot be easily removed. It is related to an open problem,
whether satisfiability for the two-variable logic FO2 with more than two succes-
sors of finite linear orders is decidable (note that we may express two successors
of finite linear orders in C2 + Datalog).
3.3 Modeling data structures in C2 + Datalog
Let us demonstrate expressive power of C2 + Datalog. We do it by writing a
handful of formulas describing heaps of imperative pointer programs. Here we
show examples of data structures, and in Section 4.3 we give examples of analyses
that can be modeled. More examples can be found in the PhD thesis of the second
author [43].
A heap can be seen as a relational structure, where nodes are heap elements
(we assume that all elements of the heap are of the same size), binary predicates
denote pointers between nodes, constants denote nodes pointed to by program
variables and there is a distinguished constant NULL denoting the null value.
Binary relations are interpreted as partial functions (functionality restriction)
— although every pointer on a heap has some value, in our setting we allow it
to have no value at all. Moreover, we sometimes introduce auxiliary unary and
binary predicates to express additional properties. Note that the property of a
binary predicate f(·, ·) being a partial function is easily expressible in our logic
by a formula ∀x∃≤1yf(x, y).
The logic C2+Datalog on structures that satisfy bounded-sharing and bounded-
intersection restrictions strictly subsumes the logics considered in [11,13]. There-
fore, after recalling the simplest examples from [11], we present exemplary struc-
tures not expressible in the subsumed logics. Many other examples can be found
in [11,13,43]. Let us start with a simple example of a singly-linked list.
Example 1. The simplest linked data structure is a singly-linked NULL-terminated
list with head in some specified node h. For ΣE = {next(·, ·),h, NULL} and
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h
e1
NULL
e2
e3
e4
list
list
list
list
list
list
list
next
next
next
next
next
next
(a) φ = list(h)
h
e1
NULL
list
list
list
next
next
(b) φ =
φ1∧list(h)
h
e1
NULL
list
list
list
next prev
next
(c) φ = φ1 ∧
φ2 ∧ list(h)
Fig. 2: Models of [Plist]φ from Example 1 for different formulas φ. Here
φ1 = (∀u ¬next(u, h) ∧ ∀u∀v next(u, NULL) ∧ next(v, NULL)→ u≈ v) and φ2 =
∀u∀v (u 6= NULL ∧ v 6= NULL)→ (next(u, v)↔ prev(v, u)).
ΣI = {list(·)} let ϕ = [Plist]φ be a C2 + Datalog formula where Plist is de-
fined in Figure 1. By defining φ to be just a query list(h) we force models of ϕ
to contain a list from h to NULL made of next edges. One of the possible models
of [Plist]φ is depicted in Figure 2a. Thanks to bounded-sharing restriction NULL
and h can be the only nodes shared by different lists — in Fig. 2a node NULL is
shared while h is not. Moreover, the functionality restriction ensures that every
node emits at most one next(·, ·) pointer. The bounded-intersection plays no role
here, since there is only one intensional predicate in the signature.
We may ensure that h is indeed the head of the list (and not an internal node)
by adding a conjunct ∀u ¬next(u, h) to φ. Moreover, to ensure that the list with
head in h is the only list in the structure, we add to φ formula ∃≤1u next(u, NULL).
This is depicted in Figure 2b. We can further modify our formula to capture
doubly linked lists by adding to φ a conjunct ∀u∀v (u 6= NULL ∧ v 6= NULL) →
(next(u, v)↔ prev(v, u)) as in Figure 2c.
The NULL node represents the undefined memory address. It may be pointed
to by an arbitrary number of pointers, but no pointer can start in it. This is
expressed by a formula ∀u ¬next(NULL, u) in the context of the example above,
and in general by
∧
r(·,·)∈ΣE ∀u ¬r(NULL, u). We assume that such a conjunct is
implicitly included in every formula we write here.
The next example shows the difference between modeling a data structure
with a single Datalog program and a sequence of Datalog programs.
Example 2. Consider the following Datalog programs.
Pllist = { llist(x)← left(x, y) ∧ llist(y), llist(x)← x = NULL }.
Prlist = { rlist(x)← right(x, y) ∧ rlist(y), rlist(x)← x = NULL }.
The formula [Pllist,Prlist](llist(h1) ∧ rlist(h2)) expresses structures where h1 is a
node on a NULL-terminated list made of left(·, ·) pointers and h2 is a node on a
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NULL-terminated list made of right(·, ·) pointers. These two lists may be disjoint,
like in Fig. 3 (left), or may share nodes, even non-constant ones, like in Fig. 3
(right). There may also be other lists in the structure. Notice the difference be-
tween [Pllist,Prlist](llist(h1) ∧ rlist(h2)) and [Pllist ∪ Prlist](llist(h1) ∧ rlist(h2)).
The latter one forbids sharing of non-constant nodes, and therefore the structure
in Fig. 3 (left) is one of its models while the one in Fig. 3 (right) is not.
NULL
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.
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.
ri
gh
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. . . left
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llist rlist
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rlist
(a)
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...
e1
...
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e2
l
e
f
t
l
e
f
t
l
e
f
t
l
e
f
t
l
e
f
t
llist, rlist
llist, rlist
llist, rlistllist
llist
(b)
Fig. 3: Models of a formula [Pllist,Prlist](llist(h1) ∧ rlist(h2)) from Ex. 2. Lists
on the left structure are disjoint, with the exception of NULL node. Lists on
the right structure share non-constant node e1 and constant h2. Dots denote
arbitrary number of intermediate nodes.
The formulas written so far did not employ global cardinality constraints, but,
since all of them consist of at most two Datalog programs, they may be supple-
mented by such. Consider the example below.
Example 3. Let us define heaps being two binary trees rooted in r1 and r2 respec-
tively. We require that the number of nodes shared by these two trees is the half of
their size. A C2+Datalog formula encoding the property is [TREE1,TREE2, ∆]φ,
where
TREE1 = { tree1(u)← left1(u, v) ∧ tree1(v) ∧ right1(u,w) ∧ tree1(w),
tree1(u)← u≈NULL },
11
and TREE2 is just TREE1 with every subscript 1 replaced by 2. The formula φ
is the conjunction of
tree1(r1) ∧ tree2(r2)
∀u. tree1(u)→ (u≈ r1 ∨ ∃v. ((left1 (v, u) ∨ right1 (v, u)) ∧ tree1 (v)))
∀u. tree2(u)→ (u≈ r2 ∨ ∃v. ((left2 (v, u) ∨ right2 (v, u)) ∧ tree2 (v)))
∀u.shared(u)↔ tree1(u) ∧ tree2(u).
The global cardinality constraint ∆ is just a single equation {#tree1 + #tree2 =
2 ∗#shared}.
Existence of both trees is guaranteed by TREE1, TREE2 and the first con-
junct of φ. Next two conjuncts express that r1 (r2) must be reached from every
node labeled by tree1(·) (respectively tree2(·)). This effects in that all nodes la-
beled by tree1(·) (respectively tree2(·)) belong to the tree rooted in r1 (r2). The
last conjunct of φ defines auxiliary predicate shared(·) to label exactly the nodes
shared by both trees. Then, the required cardinality constraint is expressed by
∆.
In the examples above we analyzed only shape or quantitative properties
of heaps. A novel approach to verification of pointer programs was recently
proposed in [10], where some properties of heap content are formally specified
as description logic formulas or UML diagrams, and heap shape is defined in a
fragment of separation logic. The last example in this section shows that both
content and shape properties may be expressed in C2 + Datalog.
Example 4 (Information system of a company, the running example from [10]).
A software company is divided into departments, has a number of employees
(some of them are managers), who work for projects (some of which are large)
and projects are ordered by clients. There are certain number restrictions on re-
lations between these entities, as specified by UML diagram in Fig. 4, e. g., each
employee works for at most one project, while each project has an arbitrary
number of employees working on it. The diagram also establishes a subsump-
tion relation between large projects and projects (i. e., every large project is a
project) and similarly for managers and employees. Projects, employees, depart-
ments and clients are stored on NULL-terminated lists on next(·, ·) pointers. The
information system of the company manipulates these lists; it may add and re-
move their nodes, assign managers to departments and projects etc. Every such
an operation must preserve properties expressed by UML diagram. In this ex-
ample we focus only on defining in C2 + Datalog a heap shape and a part of
the diagram concerning projects, managers and employees. We write a formula
[Plist]φ. First, we have a standard list definition, the Datalog program Plist as
in Example 1. The formula φ expresses that
1. constant nodes pHd and eHd are heads of two lists; list(pHd) ∧ list(eHd) ∧
∀u. (¬next(u,pHd) ∧ ¬next(u, eHd)),
2. projects and employees are stored in some lists on heap;
∀u.project(u) ∨ employee(u)→ list(u),
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3. all nodes on the list headed in pHd (respectively eHd) are projects(respectively
employees); project(pHd)∧∀u. (project(u)→ u≈ NULL ∨ ∃v. (next(u, v) ∧ project(v)))
and a similar formula for employee(·),
4. all projects (respectively employees) are on list headed in pHd (respectively
eHd);
∀u. (project(u)→ u≈ pHd ∨ ∃v. (next(v, u) ∧ project(v))) and a similar for-
mula for employee(·),
5. projects and employees are disjoint; ∀u.¬project(u) ∨ ¬employee(u)
6. each employee has at most one pointer worksFor(·, ·) to a project, indicating a
project that the employee is working on (recall that we are writing formula of
a logic with functionality restriction); ∀u∀v.employee(u)∧worksFor(u, v)→
project(v),
7. employees have a Boolean field is manager(·) marking them as managers;
∀u.is manager(u)→ employee(u),
8. similarly, projects have a Boolean field is large(·) marking them as large
projects; ∀u.is large(u)→ project(u),
9. each project has at most one pointer managedBy(·, ·) to an employee being
its manager; ∀u∀v.project(u) ∧managedBy(u, v)→ is manager(v),
Conjuncts 1—5 express heap shape properties, i. e., that the heap consists of two
disjoint lists of projects and employees, while conjuncts 6—9 define properties
of heap content, i. e., a fragment of the UML diagram. One can also include in φ
other properties of the information system, not expressed by the UML diagram
but encodable in the logic, like
10. the manager of a project works for the project;
∀u∀v.project(u) ∧managedBy(u, v)→ worksFor(u, v),
11. at least 10 employees work on each large project
∀u.is large(u)→ ∃≥10v. (worksFor(v, u) ∧ employee(v)),
12. the contact person for a large scale project is a manager;
∀u∀v.is large(u) ∧ contactPerson(u, v)→ is manager(v).
Notice that Conjunct 2 contains an unrestricted occurrence of list(u), thus pro-
gram LIST is privileged in φ.
Client
LargeProject
Employee
Project Manager
Department
orderedBy
1
*
works-
For
0..1
*
contact-
Person
0..1
0..1
managedBy
0..1 0..1
headedBy
0..1
1
belongsTo
* 1
Fig. 4: A UML diagram for information system of a company as in [10].
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4 Bounded model checking of pointer programs
Imperative pointer programs can naturally be viewed as state transition systems.
A state stores data structures on heap and values of program variables in a given
program location. Transitions correspond to program actions. A transition occurs
between two states if the latter is obtained after successful execution of the cor-
responding action in the former state. In general the obtained transition system
is infinite since it models program runs on every possible initial data structure
on heap (e. g., a system representing list reversal program models its execution
on every possible finite list). Bounded Model Checking of Pointer Programs [11]
aims at discovering presence of NULL-pointer dereferences in pointer programs,
but can also be used for violations of other safety properties. A counterexample
is, roughly, a path from an initial state to a state where a NULL-pointer derefer-
ence occurs. We bound the length of paths we seek for, but the number of initial
states remains unbounded. Program paths of bounded length are represented
by universal two-variable formulas while admissible initial heap shapes are de-
scribed by monadic Datalog programs. Satisfiability of the obtained formula of
two-variable logic with Datalog is then equivalent to existence of a counterexam-
ple. Since logics we consider are decidable, so is the BMC of pointer programs.
The present section is based on [12] (which is an extended version of [11]) with
a modified presentation. The novelty lays in a generalization of the method:
apart from checking for dangling pointers the BMC can now be used to discover
variable aliasing, structure intersection or memory leaks.
4.1 Syntax of bounded pointer programs
A bounded program BP (also called a straight-line program) consists of two parts.
The first one is a struct declaration specifying types of heap cells (called templates
in [11]). Templates define pointers (fields in [11]) that start in a given heap
cell. The second part is a finite sequence of actions specifying possible program
executions.
A struct declaration is a finite directed graph with labeled edges. We call the
vertices of this graph types, edge labels are called fields. Formally a struct dec-
laration is a tuple 〈T, f1, f2, . . . , fk〉, where T is a set of types and f1, f2, . . . , fk
are partial functions on T . Every allocated element of the heap has precisely
one type t ∈ T . The meaning of fi(t1) = t2 is that every heap element of type
t1 emits a pointer fi(·, ·) to an element of type t2 or to a special element NULL.
Types t are modeled by unary predicates t(·). Given a structure and a node
e of type t in the structure we call e a t-cell. Denote by struct(BP) the struct
declaration of a bounded pointer program BP.
The set of actions Act is defined by the grammar in Figure 5, where t is a
template, s is a field, x and y are program variables, e is a program variable or a
constant NULL, and γ is an arbitrary ∀∀ formula that in particular may contain
Boolean conditions over program variables and constants (including NULL) and
the equality symbol ≈.
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Act ::= assume(γ) Skip to next action if condition γ is satisfied, fail otherwise.
| y := e Assign the value e to the variable y.
| y := s(x) Read the s-field of the cell pointed to by x into y.
| s(x) := e Write e to the s-field of the cell pointed to by x.
| freet(x) Deallocate the t-cell pointed to by x.
| y := newt() Allocate a new t-cell and assign its address to y.
Fig. 5: The action language.
Denote by actions(BP) the sequence of actions of a bounded pointer program
BP. For an exemplary bounded pointer program and its struct declaration refer
to Example 7.
Semantics of bounded programs. The semantics of actions and bounded
programs is rather self explanatory and can be found in the thesis [43]. We will
write (A, α) B if B is obtained by executing an action α in state A. We made
only small changes compared to [11], like introduction of types that allows us to
model (un)allocated elements of heap.
4.2 The Model Checking Problem for Bounded Programs
Given sets of pre-states and post-states specified by formulas of a logic with
Datalog and a bounded program we want to check if an execution of the program
in some pre-state leads to a post-state. This is formalized below using C2 +
Datalog to specify pre- and post-states.
Definition 4 (Model Checking for Bounded Programs).
Instance: two C2+Datalog formulas ϕ = [P, ∆]φ, ϕ′ = [P′, ∆′]φ′ and a bounded
program BP.
Question: does there exist a pre-state A and a post-state B′ such that AP |= ϕ,
(A, pi) B′ and B′P′ |= ϕ′, where pi = actions(BP)?
In the above definition formula ϕ is over some vocabularies ΣE and ΣI , and
ϕ′ is over fresh copies of these vocabularies, i. e., Σ′E and Σ
′
I . Structures A and
B are ΣE-structures, and structure B′ is obtained by renaming vocabulary of
B to its primed version. We also assume that the vocabulary associated to BP
is contained in ΣE . If the question in the model checking problem for bounded
programs has a positive answer then we say that the instance 〈ϕ,ϕ′, BP〉 has
a solution. In this section we assume that all dereference actions of BP of the
form y := s(x), s(x) := e and freet(x) are prepended with allocation checks
assume(alloc(x)), where alloc(x) is a syntactic shortcut for the formula
∨
t∈T t(x)
denoting that x is allocated. Note that these checks can be added automatically.
Theorem 2 ([43], Theorem 4.4, Cor. 4.5). Model checking for bounded pro-
grams is polynomially reducible to finite satisfiability of C2 + Datalog, provided
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that the total number of privileged Datalog programs in ϕ and ϕ′ is at most 2.
Therefore the problem is NExpTime-complete.
The upper bound in the corollary above follows from the observation that
the reduction is polynomial and the satisfiability for the specification logic is
in NExpTime. The lower bound is obtained by a trivial reduction from sat-
isfiability of the specification logic (take a formula ϕ and create an instance
〈ϕ, [∅](x≈ x), x := x〉).
4.3 Example analyses
Here we show that model checking for bounded programs can be applied to some
common reasoning tasks, employed e. g., in optimizing compilers ([41]). One of
such analyses is a question whether two pointer expressions may denote the same
heap cell.
Example 5 (Checking for variable aliasing).
Instance: A C2 + Datalog formula ϕ, a bounded program BP and program
variables x, y.
Question: Does there exist a pre-state A such that AP |= ϕ and an execution
of BP such that x and y reference the same heap cell in the post-state?
Answer: Reduction to model checking for bounded programs. Formula ϕ and
program BP are already defined. Define ϕ′ = [∅](x′ ≈ y′).
The question in the above example was about so called may-aliasing. No-
tice that in our setting we can also answer the must-aliasing question, i. e., if
two variables refer to the same heap cell after each execution in each pre-state
satisfying a formula; it is enough to ask if the model checking with the formula
x′ 6≈ y′ does not have solution. Although data structure traversals encoded by
bounded pointer programs are deterministic, may- and must-aliasing are differ-
ent problems: think of pre-states being a singly linked list with two non-NULL
nodes x and y. A bounded pointer program that moves x and y one element
forward may produce a post-state where x and y are aliases, since it happens
when these variables are already aliases in a pre-state. Clearly, they need not be
aliases in every pre-state and the answer to must-aliasing problem is “no”.
As we have mentioned assume(alloc(x)) can be employed to test for allocation
of x before dereferencing or deallocation. Since testing for correct dereferencing
was one of the main problems solved in [11] we rephrase it as an instance of model
checking for bounded programs. By alloc′(u) we denote the syntactic shortcut
for the primed version of alloc(u), i. e., for the formula
∨
t∈T t
′(u).
Example 6 (Checking for dereference of dangling or NULL pointers).
Instance: A C2 + Datalog formula ϕ, a bounded program BP and a program
variable x.
Question: Does there exist a pre-state A such that AP |= ϕ and an execution
of BP such that x is a dangling or NULL pointer in the post-state?
Answer: Reduction to model checking for bounded programs. Formula ϕ and
program BP are already defined. Define ϕ′ = [∅](¬alloc′(x′)).
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The next example shows a more realistic extension of the example above. It is
a slight modification of an example from [11]. A “real-life” pointer program gives
rise to one or more (possibly infinitely many) bounded pointer programs obtained
by choosing particular branches in conditional statements, by unwinding of loops
and by inserting assume(alloc(x)) actions before dereferencing of x.
Example 7 (Checking for dereference of a dangling or NULL node in a pointer
program). Figure 6 shows an example program PPcl taken from [11]. The struct
declaration of the program is 〈{cl node}, next, prev〉, where both next and prev
are {〈cl node, cl node〉}. Upon start it expects that the variable c points to a
doubly linked circular list (realized by next- and prev-pointers). The program
deallocates the cell pointed to by c, allocates a new cell and inserts it in place
of the old one (using the temporary variables nc and pc).
{ clnode *nc; clnode *pc, clnode *c;
nc:=next(c);
pc:=prev(c);
freecl node(c);
c:=newcl node();
next(c):=nc;
prev(c):=pc;
next(pc):=c;
prev(nc):=c;
}
Fig. 6: Replacing an element in doubly-linked circular list.
The pointer program supplemented by allocation checks together with struct
declaration for the program and formula ϕpre = [P](φ ∧ cl(c)) defining pre-
states are presented in Figure 7. There are six bounded pointer programs of in-
terest defined by PPcl: BP[0]–[1], BP[0]–[3], BP[0]–[6], BP[0]–[8], BP[0]–[10] and BP[0]–[12],
consisting of line ranges given in subscripts. For each of these bounded pointer
programs we must check if the dereference occurring after the last line of the
bounded program may fail due to dangling or NULL pointers. For example, to
be sure that the dereference of c in line 8 is correct we have to check that c
is allocated after the execution of BP[0]–[6]. Thus we are interested in the the
following six instances of the model checking problem for bounded programs.
〈ϕpre, BP[0]–[1], [∅](¬alloc′(c′))〉, 〈ϕpre, BP[0]–[3], [∅](¬alloc′(c′))〉,
〈ϕpre, BP[0]–[6], [∅](¬alloc′(c′))〉, 〈ϕpre, BP[0]–[8], [∅](¬alloc′(c′))〉,
〈ϕpre, BP[0]–[10], [∅](¬alloc′(pc′))〉, 〈ϕpre, BP[0]–[12], [∅](¬alloc′(nc′))〉.
It turns out that PPcl is not pointer-safe: the instance with BP[0]–[10] has a solu-
tion. An analysis of the model of the corresponding formula reveals the reason.
If c points to a circular list of length 1 then pc ≈ c after the second action, so
pc is dangling after freecl(c).
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{ clnode *nc; clnode *pc,
clnode *c;
[0] assume(alloc(c));
[1] nc:=next(c);
[2] assume(alloc(c));
[3] pc:=prev(c);
[4] assume(alloc(c));
[5] freecl node(c);
[6] c:=newcl node();
[7] assume(alloc(c));
[8] next(c):=nc;
[9] assume(alloc(c));
[10] prev(c):=pc;
[11] assume(alloc(pc));
[12] next(pc):=c;
[13] assume(alloc(nc));
[14] prev(nc):=c;
}
cl node
next
prev
struct declaration
cl(u)← cl node(u), u≈ c, next(u, v), cl′(v).
cl′(u)← cl node(u), u≈ c.
cl′(u)← cl node(u), u 6≈ c, next(u, v), cl′(v).
Datalog program P
∀u, v(prev(u, v)⇔ next(v, u)) ∧
∀v ¬ next(NULL, v) ∧
∀v ¬ prev(NULL, v)
axiom φ
Fig. 7: Replacing an element in a doubly linked circular list by a new one; the
initial condition that in pre-states c points to a doubly linked circular list is
expressed by [P](φ ∧ cl(c)).
Problems from the examples above were already expressible using the logic
from [11]. The logic was used to specify a pre-state; the specification of post-
states was just a Boolean formula. By contrast, examples below employ more
Datalog programs.
Example 8 (Checking for structure intersection).
Instance: A C2 + Datalog formula ϕ = [P1,P2]φ, where φ together with P1
(respectively P2) define some linked data structure by predicate shape1(·) (re-
spectively shape2(·)), at most one of P1 and P2 is privileged in ϕ, and a bounded
program BP.
Question: Does there exist a pre-state A such that AP1,P2 |= ϕ and an execu-
tion of BP such that structures defined by shape1(·) and shape2(·) intersect in a
non-NULL node in the post-state?
Answer: Reduction to model checking for bounded programs. Formula ϕ and
program BP are already defined. Let P′1, P′2 and φ′ be P1 (respectively P2 and
φ) where all intensional and extensional are renamed to their primed versions
(e. g., shape1(·) becomes shape′1(·)). Define the formula ϕ′ as
ϕ′ = [P′1,P′2](φ′ ∧ (∃u shape′1(u) ∧ shape′2(u) ∧ u 6≈ NULL′)).
Since our logic is closed under negation (it is enough to negate the first order
part of a formula) we may also check for negation of the above properties, i. e.,
for non-dereference of dangling pointers, variable non-aliasing or structure non-
intersection.
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In the following example we employ a first-order interpretation of Datalog
programs. A Datalog clause can be seen as a first-order implication. For a Datalog
program P denote by P the first order formula being the universally quantified
conjunction of clauses in P. Note that MP is a model of P, but the formula P
may also have other models, e. g., the structure M from Figure 1, whose all
nodes are labeled by predicate list is a model of Plist, but is clearly distinct
(i. e., greater) thanMPlist . We call P the the universal closure of P. By a simple
transformation of formula P one can obtain an equivalent FO2 formula (see
Proposition 2.25 in [43]). We will use this fact in Example 9 below.
We say that a bounded pointer program generates a memory leak if it creates
a heap node which is allocated but unreachable from any of program variables.
Example 9 (Checking for memory leaks).
Instance: A C2 + Datalog formula ϕpre = [P, ∆]φpre and a bounded program
BP.
Question: Does there exist a pre-state A, execution of BP and a node a ∈ A such
that AP |= ϕpre, the node a is either unallocated or allocated and reachable from
program variables in A, and a is allocated but unreachable in the post-state?
Answer: Reduction to model checking for bounded programs. Let ca be a fresh
constant, which will be used to denote the above mentioned node a ∈ A. Re-
call that the specification logic enforces the bounded-sharing restriction, which
means, roughly, that only constant nodes may be shared by different pointers.
Constant ca is an auxiliary symbol; formally it is a constant in the new exten-
sional vocabulary but the node it interprets must not be shared unless it also
interprets a constant from the old vocabulary ΣE . To encode the above property
we use a macro bsr(u) defined as a conjunction of the following two formulas.∧
i∈{1,...,k}
∧
s1(·,·)∈Σ(Pi)
∀u1∀u2 s1(u1, u) ∧ s1(u2, u) ∧ u1 6= u2 →
∨
c∈ΣE
u = c
∧
i∈{1,...,k}
∧
s1(·,·)∈Σ(Pi)
∧
s2(·,·)∈Σ(Pi)\{s1}
∀u1∀u2 s1(u1, u) ∧ s2(u2, u)→
∨
c∈ΣE
u = c
The instance of the model checking problem will be the tuple 〈ϕ,ϕ′, BP〉,
where ϕ and ϕ′ are described below. Let struct(BP) = 〈T, f1, f2, . . . , fk〉 and
Var(BP) be the set of program variables in BP.
Let reachpre(·, ·) be a fresh intensional predicate and edge(·, ·) be a fresh ex-
tensional predicate. Define a Datalog program Q with two clauses reachpre(u)←
alloc(u)∧ u≈ ca and reachpre(u)← alloc(u)∧ edge(u, v)∧ reachpre(v) and a for-
mula φ as ∀u∀v edge(u, v) → ∨ki=1 fi(u, v). Intuitively, reachpre(u) means that
ca is reachable from u. The following observation will be used to ensure that
ca is reachable from a program variable c in a pre-state: if MQ is any model of
[Q](φ ∧ reachpre(c)) then there is a path from c to ca inMQ made of edges from
{f1(·, ·), . . . , fk(·, ·)}. We are now ready to define ϕ.
ϕ = [P,Q, ∆]
φpre ∧ φ ∧ bsr(ca) ∧
¬alloc(ca) ∨ ∨
c∈Var(BP)
reachpre(c)
.
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Let reachpost(·, ·) be a fresh intensional predicate. Define a Datalog program
R with a clause reachpost(u) ← alloc(u) ∧ u ≈ ca and clauses reachpost(u) ←
alloc(u)∧fi(u, v)∧reachpost(v) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The following observation
will be used to ensure that ca is not reachable from a program variable c in a post-
state. Let R be the FO2 formula equivalent to the universal closure of R (it exists
by remark a the end of Section 3.1). IfM is any model of R∧¬reachpost(c) then
there is no path from c to ca in M made of edges from {f1(·, ·), . . . , fk(·, ·)}.
In formula ϕ′ defined below we will use R instead of R because the Datalog
program R enforces bounded sharing on all edges {f1(·, ·), . . . , fk(·, ·)}, while
the first-order formula R requires no such a restriction. This is important since
formula ϕpre describes pre-states by means of both Datalog program sequence
P and the first order formula φpre, and some of {f1(·, ·), . . . , fk(·, ·)} may appear
only in φpre and therefore need not satisfy bounded-sharing for P. We are now
ready to define ϕ′.
ϕ′ = [∅]
R′ ∧ alloc′(c′a) ∧ ∧
c∈Var(BP)
¬reachpost(c′)
.
In the formula above, which is just a C2 formula, R′ is obtained from R
by renaming all its extensional symbols {f1(·, ·), . . . , fk(·, ·)} to their primed
versions {f ′1(·, ·), . . . , f ′k(·, ·)} and ca to c′a, similarly for alloc′(·). The instance of
the model checking problem is then 〈ϕ,ϕ′, BP〉.
We will now show that program BP generates memory leak when run on a
state that satisfy ϕpre if and only if the instance 〈ϕ,ϕ′, BP〉 has a solution. For the
direct implication assume that BP runs on state A, with ϕpre |= A, and generates
a memory leak. Therefore there exists a ∈ A such that either a is unallocated
or allocated and reachable from some constant node c ∈ A (recall that constant
nodes of A model variables of program BP and NULL). Label node a by a fresh
constant ca. If a is allocated and reachable from c then take an arbitrary path
from c to a and label its edges by predicate edge(·, ·). If a is unallocated then
we assign no edge(·, ·) pointers. In both cases the obtained structure models the
formula φ. Let AQ be the least extension of the above modified A w. r. t. Q.
We will show that AQ satisfies ϕ. Clearly AQ satisfies φpre as, by assumption,
A |= φpre. Similarly AQ satisfies φ. Since a is a node of A and A satisfies
the bsr restriction, we also infer that AQ satisfies bsr(ca). If a is unallocated
then AQ |= ¬alloc(ca). Otherwise, predicate reachpre(·) labels a path from some
constant c to ca. Therefore AQ satisfies ϕ. Let B′ be a structure obtained after
execution of BP on A. Node a is allocated, but unreachable from constants. Label
a by a fresh constant c′a. Observe that B′ |= alloc′(c′a). Label each node of B′
that is backward reachable from c′a by reach
′
post(·). Then B′ |= R′. Since a is
reachable from no constant c, we have B′ |= ¬reachpost(c′) for all c ∈ Var(BP).
Therefore B′ |= ϕ′. Since AQ |= ϕ and B′ |= ϕ′ the instance 〈ϕ,ϕ′, BP〉 has a
solution.
Conversely, suppose that 〈ϕ,ϕ′, BP〉 has a solution with pre-state A and post-
state B′. Since A |= ϕ, either the node ca is unallocated or some constant
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c ∈ Var(BP) is labeled with reachpre(·). In the latter case there is a path from c
to ca labeled with edge(·, ·), and then the assumption A |= φ gives that the node
ca is reachable from a variable. Therefore ca is either unallocated or reachable in
the pre-state. Since B′ |= ϕ′, we have that B′ 6|= reachpost(c′) for all c ∈ Var(BP).
Observe that B′ is some model of program R′, so it contains the least model
and thus it contains all atoms reachpost(u) for all u backward reachable from
c′a. Since it does not contain reachpost(c
′), the node ca is not reachable from any
program variable. But it is allocated and thus BP generates a memory leak.
5 Conclusions, open problems and future work
In this paper we extended the method of bounded model checking of pointer
programs proposed in [11] by increasing the expressivity of the logic used for
specification of data structures and properties of programs. We demonstrated
expressivity of our logics on several examples. The examples provide an evi-
dence of improvement over the method from [11] — it comes from extended
expressibility of the underlying logics, which gives more sophisticated descrip-
tion of heaps (as in Examples 2, 3 and 4) and new analyses (Examples 8 and 9)
not expressible in bounded model checking framework from [11]. Notice also that
these analyses can be combined, provided that the number of privileged Datalog
programs in the obtained instance of the model checking problem is at most 2.
Our method is based on translation to two-variable logic with counting quan-
tifiers C2 with trees [14]. One may ask why we do not use directly this logic. The
most important reason is that in Datalog it is relatively easy to express common
data structures; the semantics based on least fixed points allows us to control in
a simple way (a)cyclicity of these structures. Trying to express it directly in C2
with trees leads to formulas like our translations, which are too complicated to
be used manually.
Relation of our logics with separation logics, C2 and C2 with trees raises a
question about possibility of embedding decidable fragments of separation logics
into these logics with counting quantifiers.
By using unary predicates and the assume(γ) construct we may model Boolean
conditions in (finite unfoldings of) loops and conditional statements, provided
that all data comes from a finite domain. We conjecture that a variant of the
logic (the logic C2+Datalog without privileged Datalog programs, which can be
translated to C2 without trees) can be extended to a logic where data stored on
heap can be accessed by equality tests and then translated to a decidable logic
C2 with an equivalence relation [37]. This would allow us to extend the analyses
expressible in C2 + Datalog to cope with data from infinite domains.
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